Transcriptome-wide association studies (TWAS) integrate expression quantitative trait loci 1 (eQTLs) studies with genome-wide association studies (GWASs) to prioritize candidate target 2 genes for complex traits. Several statistical methods have been recently proposed to improve 3 the performance of TWAS in gene prioritization by integrating transcriptome information 4 imputed from multiple tissues, and made significant achievements in improving the ability 5 to detect gene-trait associations. The major limitation of these methods is that they cannot 6 be used to elucidate the specific functional effects of candidate genes across different tissues. 7 Here, we propose a tissue-specific collaborative mixed model (TisCoMM) for TWAS, using a 8 * Correspondence should be addressed to Jin Liu (jin.liu@duke-nus.edu.sg) 1 computational framework that integrates multi-tissue eQTL analysis. TisCoMM leverages the 9 co-regulation of genetic variations across different tissues explicitly via a unified collaborative 10 mixed model. With the probabilistic framework, TisCoMM not only performs hypothesis testing 11 to prioritize gene-trait associations but also ascertains the tissue-specific role of candidate 12 target genes in complex traits. To make use of widely available GWAS summary statistics, we 13 extend TisCoMM to use summary-level data, namely, TisCoMM-S 2 . Using extensive simulation 14 studies, we demonstrate both the type I error control and the improved statistical power for 15 the proposed methods. We further illustrate the benefits of our methods in applications to 16 summary-level GWAS data for 35 traits. Notably, apart from better identifying potential 17 trait-associated genes, we can elucidate the tissue-specific role of candidate target genes. The 18 follow-up pathway analysis from tissue-specific genes for asthma shows that the immune system 19 plays an essential function for asthma development in both thyroid and lung tissues.
Introduction summary-level GWAS data.
[ Figure 2 about here.] 140 To test the robustness of TisCoMM-S 2 , we applied European subsamples from 1000 Genomes 141 as the reference panel. Note that the NFBC1966 dataset is Finns study, and it is well known that 142 Finns have significant genetic differences with other Europeans [30] . Hence, the estimated LD 143 did not well match that of the GWAS study. Supplementary Figure S1 shows the performance 144 of TisCoMM-S 2 using European subsamples as a reference panel data set. Despite the general 145 good concordance between TisCoMM and TisCoMM-S 2 in the null region (Λ > 34.67 = p-values 146 > 5 × 10 −6 ), the test statistics of TisCoMM-S 2 in the non-null region are much more significant 147 than TisCoMM. This experiment demonstrates the importance of using closely matched LD 148 information, which is also highlighted by other summary-based approaches [17] . 149 To explore false positives due to the LD discrepancy in the analysis for the NFBC1966 150 data set, we did additional simulations under the null hypothesis by permuting the ten traits 151 randomly in the NFBC1966 data set. Supplementary Figure S2 compares TisCoMM and 152 TisCoMM-S 2 under mismatched LD information (European samples from 1000 Genomes). We 153 observe that the test statistics of TisCoMM-S 2 across all permuted traits are highly concordant 154 with those from TisCoMM. This experiment demonstrates the robustness of our method in the 155 null hypothesis to mismatches between reference and study samples. 156 
Simulation
We then discretized each SNP to a trinary variable {0, 1, 2} by assuming Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and a minor allele frequency randomly selected from a uniform [0.05, 0.5] distribution. 170 The genotype correlation was varied at ρ = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}. All three genotype matrices, X 1g , X rg , 171 and X 2g , for transcriptome data, GWAS data and reference panel data, respectively, are 172 generated in this manner. 173 To generate multi-tissue gene expressions from genotype data, we considered different 174 cellular-level heritability levels (h 2 c ) and sparsity levels (s). These are key parameters to describe 175 the genetic architecture of gene expression [31] . observe that all methods provide well-controlled type I errors .
196
Next, we examined the power of different methods under the alternative hypothesis ( Figure   197 3). We observe that the performance of all five methods improves with the increment of cellular the alternative hypothesis with fixed tissue heritability h 2 t = 0.01. We considered three tissues 210 T = 3 and varied the number of causal tissues to simulate different levels of tissue specificity of 211 a trait. Specifically, we considered settings with one (α g2 = α g3 = 0) and two causal tissues 212 (α g3 = 0), respectively. Other sittings are similar to Simulation I. 213 We repeated the whole process 1,000 times. We calculated statistical power ( Figure 4A ) 214 and false positive rate ( Figure 4B) We used two different strategies to select tissues used in TisCoMM-S 2 for NG and UKB traits.
237
For the NG traits, we used trait-relevant tissues for different complex traits from Supplementary 238 previously linked to LOAD). The qq-plots for associations in these three approaches are shown 264 in Figure 5A . Among the 92 candidate target genes identified by TisCoMM-S 2 , 24 of them 265 were previously linked to LOAD [33] , which are annotated in the Manhattan plot in Figure   266 5A. These include genes on the chromosome (CHR) 2 (BIN1 ), CHR 6 (CD2AP ), CHR 7 three methods (and 21 of them were previously reported). The qq-plots for associations 294 in these three approaches are shown in Figure 5B . Among all 200 candidate target genes 295 identified by TisCoMM-S 2 , 31 of them were previously reported [41] , which is annotated in 296 the Manhattan plot in Figure 5B , including genes on CHR 2 (IL1RL1/IL18R1 ), CHR 5 ( in Supplementary Table S6 . To replicate our findings in another independent dataset, we used 309 the summary statistics from TAGC European-ancestry GWAS [44] (the sample size is 127,669).
310
Our replication rate was high ( Supplementary Table S7 to be significantly associated with LOAD in all the four tissues (artery aorta, esophagus mucosa, 336 nerve tibial, and skin sun-exposed lower leg with conditional p-values < 4.9 × 10 −7 ), but APOE 337 to be only significantly associated with LOAD in artery aorta (conditional p-value =8.3 × 10 −9 ) 338 and nerve tibial (conditional p-value =1.2 × 10 −8 ). Also, the effect directions of APOE in 339 artery aorta and nerve tibial were the same while those of CLPTM1 were different (see the 340 volcano plot in Figure X ). On the other hand, CoMM-S 2 significantly identified both APOE 341 and CLPTM1 in all four tissues (p-values ≤ 10 −10 ) but failed to identify the difference of 342 tissue-specific role for these two genes. We further tried to investigate the tissue-specific role 343 of disease-related genes identified by the TisCoMM-S 2 conditional test. For LOAD, there are 344 only about 40 LOAD associated genes in each tissue (artery aorta, skin sun-exposed lower leg, 345 esophagus mucosa, and nerve tibial). It is difficult to carry out a proper pathway analysis 346 with such limited gene sets. So we classified the genes into seven functional groups based on 347 which molecular functions they belong. As shown in Figure 6A , majority (> 62%) of LOAD 348 associated genes belonged to binding and catalytic activity, and a small portion of significant 349 LOAD genes were transcription factors suggesting that many regulation processes are going 350 on at both protein and mRNA levels in different tissues. Although LOAD is a neurological disorder, we can identify relevant gene expression changes in non-brain tissues, indicating that 352 the genes associated with LOAD could also be regulated differently in a tissue-specific manner.
353
For asthma, we take identified genes ORMDL3 and GSDMB in the 17q21 asthma locus as an 354 example. These two genes have been identified as asthma susceptibility locus by many studies 355 [46], and their functions in mouse and human lung structural cells have been reported [47] .
356
The TisCoMM-S 2 conditional test identified both ORMDL3 and GSDMB to be significantly 357 associated with asthma only in lung tissue (see the volcano plot in Figure X, conditional   358 p-values for these two genes are 1.7 × 10 −3 and 7.1 × 10 −7 , respectively). However, CoMM
359
identified both ORMDL3 and GSDMB in all six tissues (p-values ≤ 10 −10 ) but failed to identify 360 the relevant tissues with which these two genes are causally related to asthma. We further 361 conducted pathway analysis using DAVID [48] on six sets of asthma-associated genes in six 362 tissues (thyroid, lung, artery tibial, muscle skeletal, adipose subcutaneous, and skin sun-exposed 363 lower leg). As listed in Figure 6B , all three significant pathways in thyroid belonged to the 364 immune system, and the only significant pathway in lung tissue was immune response. However, 365 no significant pathways were detected in the other four tissues. Among asthma associated 366 genes in immune response (first row in Figure 6B ), the majority of them were shared between 367 thyroid and lung, and located in the MHC region on the CHR 6 including several HLA genes 368 and LST1. Our pathway analysis suggests that nearly the same set of immune genes in thyroid 369 and lung are responsible for asthma development. Despite the substantial successes of TWAS and its variants, the existing multi-tissue methods 374 have several limitations, e.g., incapability to identify the tissue-specific effect of a gene, failure 375 to use tissue-shared patterns in eQTLs, and ignorance of imputation uncertainty. To overcome 376 these limitations and provide additional perspectives over tissue-specific roles of identified 377 genes, we have proposed a powerful multi-tissue TWAS model, together with a computationally 378 efficient inference method and software implementation in TisCoMM. Specifically, we have 379 developed a joint test for prioritizing gene-trait associations and a conditional test for identifying the tissue-specific role of candidate genes. The conditional test in TisCoMM can mostly remove the expression that has dependence on gene g to simplify notations. Our model becomes
where α ∈ R T , E ∼ MN (0, I m , V e ), and e z ∼ N (0, σ 2 I n ). Note that we assume D 1 and D 2 443 are centered and thus intercepts can be omitted.
444
To estimate the tissue-specific eQTL effects, we need to first estimate an M × T coefficient
To reduce the number of parameters, we follow an adaptive weighting scheme 446 [25, 26, 27] : we regress the gene expression in tissue type t on the jth eQTL and let the 447 marginal eQTL effect be the adaptive weight, w jt . Specifically, we assume the joint eQTL 448 effect size β jt can be decomposed into variant-dependent components b j and tissue-specific 449 components w jt : β jt = b j w jt . That is, B = diag{b}W. Similar strategies have been applied to 450 model tissue-shared patterns [27, 24] . Let y i , x 1i and w j denote the ith row of Y, X 1 and W, 451 respectively. Our model can be written as Individual-level and summary-level GWAS data
The NFBC1966 dataset consists of ten traits and 364 590 SNPs from 5402 individuals [29] , Table 2 in [22] , and a subset of tissues with sample sizes larger than 100 was kept. For the 493 UKB traits, we assumed no prior information regarding tissue-trait relevance and used the six 
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Catalytic activity Binding Transcription factor MHC Class II Interleukins Figure 6 : A. Each pie chart corresponding to a different tissue shows the percentage of AD associated genes in each molecular function group (from gene ontology). B. X-axis of the heatmap represents the union of AD associated genes in 3 function groups (binding, catalytic activity and transcription factor). Y-axis represents different tissue type. In each cell, the background color (shades of gray) indicates the significance level, the circle size indicates the heritability, and the color inside each circle indicates the effect size. C. Pathway analysis of asthma associated genes in thyroid and lung. Pathway analysis was done using a web based software DAVID, testing the enrichments of asthma associated genes in biological processes (from gene ontology). Significant pathways were selected if gene count 5 and Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) corrected p-value 0.05. Asthma associated genes are highlighted in blue. D. X-axis of the heatmap represents the asthma associated genes in immune response pathway. And all the other settings are the same as the one used in part B. trait #tissues 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 AD TisCoMM-S 2 5 28 37 17 5 --CoMM-S 6 5 7 9 65 --Asthma TisCoMM-S 2 37 68 58 28 6 3 0 CoMM-S 20 11 5 5 9 30 120
